30th Conference of COPEAM

RADIO COMMISSION

22 March 2023
2:00 pm – 4:00 pm
(Rome time – Zoom platform)

AGENDA

1. INTRODUCTION
   ▪ Presentation of the meeting agenda
   ▪ General assessment and perspectives of the Commission

2. ONGOING CO-PRODUCTIONS AND PROJECTS
   ▪ Kantara: Partnership and ongoing season’s assessment
   ▪ Mediterradio: Partnership and ongoing season’s assessment
   ▪ MEZZE — Cycle of online meetings with the Mediterranean press: Perspectives and development

3. NEW PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES
   ▪ Coproduction in Arabic: Arab philosophers of the past and the present
     ✓ Call for participation
   ▪ « VOY - Voices of youth » project submitted to the EU, in partnership with Racines (project leader)
   ▪ World Radio Day (13 Feb. 2023)
   ▪ The Mediterranean Day (UfM - 28 Nov. 2023)
   ▪ Launch of a new radio programme devoted to the Mediterranean cinema

4. OTHERS
   ▪ Members’ proposals
   ▪ Life of the Commission

***